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QUASARS/AGN: CURRENT PARADIGM
•

Accretion disk, broad line region

•

Accretion disk size: microarcseconds
Type 1

Broad Line Region

Type 2

BLR
Dust

Accretion disk

Figure 1. Schematic
view of the centra
structure of an LLAGN
The red arrows indicate
the MIR emission of
the various components
and its nature.

Asmus+ 2011
VLT/VISIR and Gemini/Michelle imaging in narrow-band filters to probe the 12 µm continuum
and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon2 (PAH) at 11.3 µm for two samples of nearby LLAGN. These

Optical Quasar Variability
Continuum:

(z = 0.016, MBH=6.5×107 Mʘ)

• rms ∼ 0.2 mag over ∼1 year
• Aperiodic, stochastic
• Likely contains reprocessed
UV emission (e.g., Edelson+ 2015)

BELs:
• Less variable, lagged (tlt,BLR)
• Enables RM (e.g. Pancoast+2014)

Relative Flux Density fλ

Kelly+ 2009

Rest Wavelength, λ (Å)

Vanden Berk+ 2001
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CHANGING-LOOK QUASARS (CLQS)
Broad Balmer BEL (dis)appearance associated
with large changes in continuum flux.
Fairall 9
Kollatschny &
Fricke 1985

Type 1
Type 1.95
Wavelength, λ (Å)
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CLQ at z = 0.31
8

MacLeod et al.

Figure 5. Quasars with disappearing BELs. The top panels show J0159+0033, which was discovered in LaMassa et al. (2015). The
cyan and purple spectra in the second (right) panel show additional BOSS epochs at MJD= 55209 and 56267, respectively.

provide a tool to study the structure of the BLR and
warrants a future detailed study.

Seyfert galaxies such as NGC 7603 (Tohline & Osterbrock
1976) and Mkn 110 (Bischoff & Kollatschny 1999). In the
Mg ii BEL profile shown in the lower left panel, the red
wing diminishes faster than the blue wing which is broadly
consistent with infalling gas. Such profile changes may

•

Serendipitous discovery (LaMassa et al 2015)

Here, we are interested in the response of the Mg ii line
to the underlying NUV continuum in comparison to what
is typically observed, since atypical behavior may indicate a

•

Has two archival X-ray observations, one in each state

•

No evidence of variable obscuration
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MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2015)

CLQ at z = 0.31

•

Serendipitous discovery (LaMassa et al 2015)

•

Has two archival X-ray observations, one in each state

•

No evidence of variable obscuration
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Systematic Search for CLQs
Selection
SDSS Quasars in DR7Q
with BOSS spectra
and |∆g| > 1 mag and σg < 0.15 mag
and that show variable BELs

Total #

In S82

105783
25484
1011
10

9474
2304
287
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MacLeod,
Ross et
al. (2016)
Table 1. Selection
of spectroscopically
variable quasars.

Other discoveries:

amount of contamination due to poor photometry, we reject these light curve outliers during the variability selection. This selects 1692 objects with |∆g| > 1 Ruan
mag and et
pho-al 2016
tometric uncertainties σg < 0.15 mag. Approximately 15%
of these were observed again with the BOSS spectrograph;
we focus on these 287 objects. Thirty-six objects
in this sub-et al 2016
Runnoe
sample are detected in the radio, and of these, three were
SDSS-IV
clearly blazars, as they were radio sources and exhibited
fast TDSS)
and large-amplitude variability (2–3 mag within months; e.g.
Ruan et al. 2012). We do not consider these three objects in
our further analysis, as we are interested in BEL changes un7 visually searching through
related to blazar activity. After

(

Changing-look Quasars in SDSS/BOSS
g

“Turn-off” CLQ from systematic archival search.
MacLeod, Ross et al (2016)
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Changing-look Quasars in SDSS/BOSS

“Turn-on” CLQ from systematic archival search.
MacLeod, Ross et al (2016)
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Followup Spectra of
CLQ Candidates

10

MgII

11

Re-dimming!
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RESULTS FROM SPECTROSCOPIC
FOLLOW-UP
★

★

Out of highly variable, |Δg| > 1 mag, quasars:
•

Predicted CLQ fraction: >15%

•

Fraction from follow-up: ~20% (30% for >1.3mag)

Out of the new CLQs:
•

★

90% turn-off, 10% turn-on (selection bias)

Changes occur over (RF) timescales of several years
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Regardless of what is happening in the broad line region, it is clear that the BELs track a large change in continuum level flux. The timescale that might be associated
with an accretion rate change is the viscous, or “radial inflow” timescale (see e.g., Krolik 1999). Indeed, Elitzur et al.
viscous
(“radial
drift”)where
timescale
(2014) provide
a scenario
AGN evolve naturally from
Type 1 to~10,000
1.2/1.5 to yrs
1.8/1.9 as the accretion rate diminishes.
Optical:
Using Equation 5 in LaMassa et al. (2015) and scaling the
UV:
~daysparameter λEdd and MBH to the measured values
Eddington
for J1021+4645 from Shen et al. (2011), we obtain:

PHYSICAL TIMESCALES IN AGN
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Here, α is the disk viscosity parameter, η is the accretion
efficiency, and r is the accretion disk radius (assumed to be
50RS for optical disk emission). The value of tinfl may be
a several times shorter based on magneto-hydrodynamical
simulations (e.g., Krolik et al. 2005), but this is still too long
to explain the continuum variability
of all sources presented
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PHYSICAL TIMESCALES IN AGN
• viscous (“radial drift”) timescale (~10,000 yrs)
• light travel timescale tlt = R/c (~hrs; days for BLR)
• dynamical timescale tdyn (~days; yrs for BLR)

free-fall: tff ~ (R/g)1/2
sound crossing: ts ~ H/cs
orbital: torb ~ 2π tff
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H

PHYSICAL TIMESCALES IN AGN
•
•
•
•

viscous (“radial drift”) timescale (~10,000 yrs)
light travel timescale tlt = R/c (~hrs; days for BLR)
dynamical timescale tdyn (~days; yrs for BLR)
thermal timescale tth (days-yrs)
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PHYSICAL INTERPRETATIONS OF CLQS
•

UV viscous timescale seen in reprocessed light (e.g.
NGC 2617, Shappee et al 2014)

•

Thermal timescale for global temperature change (e.g.
Mkn 1018, Husemann et al 2016)

•

Something other than an accretion rate change
•

variable obscuration

•

tidal disruption event (e.g. Merloni et al 2015)

•

jet-related
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FUTURE: X-RAY FOLLOWUP

•

Chandra ToO program (P-I: Green)

•

Test obscuration hypothesis (e.g., J0159, Mkn1018)

•

Γ → L/LEdd (à la XRBs, e.g., Dong et al. 2014)
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SDSS IV Time Domain Spectroscopic Survey:

★ Unbiased spectral survey for ~200,000 celestial variables
Luminosity

(Morganson et al 2015)
★ Repeat spectra for:

• 15K Quasars

• Dwarf carbon stars, Active Dwarfs
• BALQSOs, Double peaked emitters
• Hypervariable QSOs and Stars
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Time between Spectra

FIN
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Large MgII variability
Over long timescales

• tdyn ∼ 3 years
• Profile changes
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MacLeod et al. (2016)

